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Theme : An ensemble of ultra-cold atoms held in optical potentials can be used to 
experimentally realize and study certain model Hamiltonians

Directions : Realize N-body quantum systems of fundamental interest to condensed 
matter physics - low dimensional and/or strongly correlated systems - examples 
include

• 1-D chains - (Luttinger liquids and Tonks gas)
• 2-D and 3-D Hubbard (lattice) models 

with bosons and/or fermions

Goal : Study the behavior of various model Hamiltonians to determine the essential 
“ingredients” required in these models to reproduce specific phenomena - examples 
include

• high-Tc superconductivity

What is its connection (if any) to the Fermi-Hubbard model?
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The connections to electronic condensed matter 
systems provides a kernel for synergy

in some cases

• optical lattices possess (almost) perfect crystal order
no phonons, no impurities, no dislocations
but “imperfections” can be added in...

• mixtures of fermionic and bosonic particles can
be realized and studied.

Notable differences:

atoms held in
an optical lattice
formed by the 
Interference of 
laser fields
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Proposals to observe related effects with cold atoms abound


